
What are the 
Squeeze and 
Spoon systems?

The Squeeze system is an integral part of 
the soldier’s equipment, working together 
with all other parts that the soldier is 
carrying.

The Squeeze ballistic protection and carry 
system is as a modular system where 
different components can be used 
depending on the mission, threat level and 
the climate. It is designed to be 
comfortable, fit tightly, easy to wear, adjust 
and use, not to restrict your movements 
and to be as cool as possible.

The Squeeze system minimizes the 
logistical burden by having only two lengths 
for the vest and only three widths of the 
side panel. With these five components you 
will fit 90% of the users.

The combat belt fitted with the Spoon 
system transfers the bulk of the weight 
from the Squeeze system and backpack to 
the belt. 
A ballistic panel can be used inside the 
combat belt to increase the protected area.

The Squeeze system will work with your 
weapon, helmet, radio, wires, ear defenders 
and other pieces of personal equipment.

Different backpacks and bags for personal 
and team equipment are designed to be 
carried at the same time as the Squeeze 
system. The bags and backpacks are easy 
to attach and detach and they are as 
comfortable as possible to carry together 
with the Squeeze system.
The combat belt is also used as the hip belt 
for our 90/120L backpack.

Squeeze ballistic 
protection and carry 
system -17
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The Squeeze system

A combination of 
different parts!
The parts can be combined 
in different ways depending 
on the threat, the mission 
and the environment.



17-00944-xx-001
Squeeze plate carrier -17
With Quick adjust and Velcro
closure.

17-00944-xx-003
Squeeze Long Ballistic vest -17
With side panel pouches and zipper
closure.

17-00944-xx-002
Squeeze Ballistic vest -17
With side panel pouches and zipper
closure.
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A combination 
of different 
parts!
Ballistic yoke with throat 
protection

Small ballistic sleeve set

Squeeze ballistic vest

Squeeze Velcro closure

Squeeze zipper closure

Squeeze side panel pouch 
set

Combat belt with ballistic 
panel

Ballistic groin protection

The Squeeze system

The different parts can be combined in many ways depending on the threat, the mission and the environment.

The Squeeze plate carrier is selected when you want a small profile.
The Squeeze ballistic vest will fit users, male or female from 160 cm to 190 cm length.
The long ballistic vest will fit taller users.



Squeeze features
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Cover for up to 26,5x34 cm hard plates in 
the vests and 25x32 cm in the plate carrier. 
The covers also holds ballistic panels.

Velcro closure attached on the vest and the 
side panel pouch. Fast and easy to open. 
Both closures are only shown for clarity, 
they are supplied in pairs.
Can be attached to the Quick adjust or in 
the Side panel pouch.

An elastic cord runs along the edge. Under 
this cord, you can secure cables and the 
hydration tube.

Zipper closure attached on the vest and the 
side panel pouch. Silent and secure.
Both closures are only shown for clarity, 
they are supplied in pairs.
Can be attached to the Quick adjust or in 
the Side panel pouch.

Side panel pouch with or without a NIJIIIA 
panel. It comes in three lengths, 7, 9 or 11 
MOLLE slots.

Spoon sleeve attached in the back of the 
Squeeze.

The long Spoon is inside the Spoon sleeve.

The combat belt with a Spoon garage on 
the back. 
On the inside of the Combat belt a ballistic 
NIJIIIA panel can be placed.

There are two different ways to close and 
tighten the carrier: Quick adjust or side 
panel pouches.
The side panel pouches have an elastic 
string in the back to sit flexibly and tight 
on the body.
The length of the Squeeze is adjusted in 
the shoulder straps and the width is 
adjusted with the side closure system.

Removable shoulder padding with cable 
channels. 
Velcro closed flaps protect your ear piece 
when it is not used.

Velcro closure with the flap open and the 
Velcro patch exposed.

The flap is closed here.

Squeeze Quick adjust is easy and fast to 
adjust. 
Pouches can be attached on the narrow 
webbing’s in the side.

Clean inside to be as comfortable as 
possible and not to catch in your uniform 
when you put it on or take it off.
Soft ridges are sewn on the inside to 
increase comfort and ventilation.
Fabric, not mesh is used under the ridges to 
protect the ballistic panels.
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Ballistic vest with side panel pouch and zipper closure

Configurations
Plate carrier with quick adjust 
and Velcro closure

Ballistic vest with Velcro closure and extra protection

Ballistic vest with side panel pouch, zip closure, combat belt and Spoon



Squeeze versions
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Material
Fabric: 100% polyamide PU coated
Webbing: 100% polyamide or 100% 
polyester
Foam: Polyethylene

Weight 1,0 kg
Complete with front cover, back 
cover and a pair of shoulder 
covers.

Measurements
Front height 39 x width 40 cm.
Back height 46 x width 34 cm
The front area is 1230 cm2.
The back area is 1430 cm2..

Black= 17-00944-01-003

Grey= 17-00944-09-003

Olive= 17-00944-17-003

Multicam= 17-00944-56-003
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Material
Fabric: 100% polyamide PU coated
Webbing: 100% polyamide or 
100% polyester
Foam: Polyethylene

Weight 0,83 kg
Complete with front cover, back 
cover and a pair of shoulder 
covers.

Measurements
Front height 33 x width 26 cm.
Back height 37 x width 27 cm.
The front area is 775 cm2.
The back area is 825 cm2.

Black= 17-00944-01-001

Grey= 17-00944-09-001

Olive= 17-00944-17-001

Multicam= 17-00944-56-001
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Material
Fabric: 100% polyamide PU coated
Webbing: 100% polyamide or 
100% polyester
Foam: Polyethylene

Weight 0,95 kg
Complete with front cover, back 
cover and a pair of shoulder 
covers.

Measurements
Front height 34 x width 40 cm.
Back height 41 x width 34 cm.
The front area is 1100 cm2.
The back area is 1100 cm2.

Black= 17-00944-01-002

Grey= 17-00944-09-002

Olive= 17-00944-17-002

Multicam= 17-00944-56-002
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17-00944-XX-001

Squeeze plate carrier -17

One plate carrier front 
cover

One plate carrier back 
cover

One pair of shoulder 
covers with foam.

Parts in each product

17-00944-XX-002

Squeeze ballistic vest-17

17-00944-XX-003

Squeeze long ballistic vest -17



26-01102-xx-000
Squeeze quick adjust set -17

26-01102-01-000 Black
26-01102-09-000 Grey
26-01102-56-000 MultiCam

84-00984-xx-0xx
Squeeze side panel pouch set-17. 
Size 7, 9 or 11.

84-00984-01-0xx Black 
84-00984-09-0xx Grey 
84-00984-56-0xx MultiCam

86-01488-00-000
Squeeze Velcro closure -17

86-01488-01-000 Black
86-01488-09-000 Grey
86-01488-56-000 MultiCam

25-01034-09-000
25 mm Stealth repair buckle pair

19-01208-xx-000
Squeeze chest carrier -17

19-01208-01-000 Black
19-01208-09-000 Grey
19-01208-56-000 MultiCam

86-01487-00-000
Squeeze zipper closure -17

86-01487-01-000 Black
86-01487-09-000 Grey
86-01487-56-000 MultiCam

Accessories
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Accessories 
& extra protection
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Black= xx-xxxxx-01-000 Grey= xx-xxxxx-09-000Olive= xx-xxxxx-17-000 Multicam= xx-xxxxx-56-000

85-01450-xx-000 NIJIIIA
Ballistic yoke-17.

85-01450-01-000 Black
85-01450-09-000 Grey
85-01450-56-000 MultiCam

Protected area: 1000 cm2

85-00009-xx-000 NIJIIIA
Ballistic groin protection set -12
.
85-00009-01-000 Black
85-00009-09-000 Grey
85-00009-56-000 MultiCam

Protected area: 1430 cm2

85-00338-xx-000 NIJIIIA
Small ballistic sleeve set -17.

85-00338-01-000 Black
85-00338-09-000 Grey
85-00338-56-000 MultiCam

Protected area: 850 cm2

13-00116-xx-xxxx
Modular combat belt-12

13-00116-XX-012 Small
13-00116-XX-013 Medium
13-00116-XX-014 Large
13-00116-XX-015 XLarge

85-01448-xx-000         NIJIIIA
Wide ballistic groin protection set -17

85-01448-01-000 Black
85-01448-09-000 Grey
85-01448-56-000 MultiCam

26-01254-xx-000
Spooning garage -17

26-01254-01-000 Black
26-01254-09-000 Grey
26-01254-56-000 MultiCam

26-01221-01-000
Long Spoon -17

26-01303-xx-000
Spooning sleeve -17

26-01303-01-000 Black
26-01303-09-000 Grey
26-01303-05-000 TAN499




